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GSP 600
Key benefits & features
Closed acoustic gaming headset

Closed acoustic gaming headset
Closed-back for improved passive noise attenuation

Created for the passionate and quality-minded gamer seeking
the best positional and communication audio for their game, the
GSP 600 delivers the competitive edge. Digital sound processing
creates detailed, precision positional audio to let you perform
at your best. High audio fidelity and exceptional realism adds a
higher impact to your gaming experience, providing for pin-point
details and faster reactions.

Improved speaker system
New and improved transducers deliver high audio
fidelity and exceptional realism

For superior team communication, the GSP 600 features an
advanced noise-canceling broadcast quality microphone
that minimizes background noise and lifts to mute. The closed
acoustic design and ergonomic ear pads of the GSP 600 provide
for excellent passive noise attenuation even in the noisiest
environment, and a volume control on the right ear cup allows
for on-the-fly adjustments.

Crystal-clear communication
For superior team communication, the GSP 600
features an advanced noise-cancelling broadcast
quality microphone

See more at eposaudio.com/gsp-600

* Some of the information may differ from that contained in the "specification sheet" attached to the product, but please refer to the updated information contained in this document (fact sheet) for its accuracy.

Digital sound processing
Exceptional bass performance, sound details
and acoustic clarity

Instant mute
Automatic microphone mute by raising
the boom arm
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GSP 600
Product data
General

Packaging

Ear coupling

Around ear

Dimension of product packaging
(L x W x H)

240 x 220 x 105 mm

Transducer principle

Dynamic, closed

Cable length

2.5 m PC cable / 1.5 m Console cable

Package weight
(incl. complete product and packaging)

990 g

Connector plugs

2 x 3.5 mm (3-pole connectors)
1 x 3.5 mm (4-pole connectors)

Dimension of master carton
(L x W x H)

535 x 400 x 275 mm

Compatibility

PC, Mac OSX, PS4, Xbox One, Switch,
and consoles with 3.5 mm jack input

Units in distributor master carton

6

Warranty

2 years, international

Languages

English, German, French, Spanish,
Italian, Chinese and Russian

Headphones

Content of delivery

Frequency response

10–30,000 Hz

Impedance

28 Ω

Sound pressure level

112 dB SPL @ 1 kHz, 1V RMS

What's in the box

Microphone
Frequency response

10–18,000 Hz

Pick-up pattern

Uni-directional

Sensitivity

-47 dBV/PA

* Some of the information may differ from that contained in the "specification sheet" attached to the product, but please refer to the updated information contained in this document (fact sheet) for its accuracy.

GSA 505 PC Cable, GSA 506 Console Cable,
Safety Guide, User Manual
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GSP 600
Product overview
Product

Art. no.

Description

EAN / UPC code

GSP 600

1000244

Closed acoustic gaming
headset

EAN: 57 14708 00045 7
UPC: 8 40064 40045 9

Spare parts/Accessories
Product

Art. no.

Description

EAN / UPC code

GSA 505

507293

PC cable

EAN: 40 44155 23798 6
UPC: 6 15104 31521 1

GSA 506

507294

Console cable
(3.5 mm jack input)

EAN: 40 44155 23799 3
UPC: 6 15104 31522 8

GSA 601

507295

Leatherette and suede-like
material combo ear pads

EAN: 40 44155 23802 0
UPC: 6 15104 31525 9

* Some of the information may differ from that contained in the "specification sheet" attached to the product, but please refer to the updated information contained in this document (fact sheet) for its accuracy.

